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Almost 30 Years Later, Member #750 joins
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As the club prepares to celebrate it’s 30th birthday next year, we this week welcomed our 750th
member, an impressive number by any standards.
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Although the current membership count is just above 100, the fact that the club has facilitated 750
people to attain and avail of their licences is a remarkable feat, given the not-for-profit ethos of
the club, and the volunteer efforts which keep us all airborne.
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So a very warm welcome to member #750 Kyle Phelan, and indeed Jason Phelan, Paddy Magann
and Moses Gahan, who are #751,752 & 753 respectively, who also joined in the past month, and
we hope you will all enjoy our time with us.

Congratulations to Mike Ryan
A huge congratulations to our latest student to go solo, Mike Ryan.
Mike is a student of CFI Brian Power (both pictured), and completed
his first solo in EI-WAT on April 7th last.

For Sale
For Sale
 John Roche has a complete set of PPL books
for sale. John’s number
is 087-6888399.

If you want anything advertised for sale (of an aviation variety),
feel free to contact the editor.
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The club would like to say a sincere ‘thank you’ to those who have helped
out over the past month;

 If you want anything
advertised for sale (of
an aviation variety), feel
free to contact the editor.



to Brian Power, Sean O’Griofa and Justin Aylward for cutting the
grass



to Mark Young for making a more stable home for our dishwasher



to Michael Moore for hovering the clubhouse



to Cindy Ryan, wife of Mike Ryan (above) who tidied the kitchen
and emptied the club’s famous dishwasher.



and to Andrew Power for washing, waxing and polishing EI-DJM and EI-WFD.

And if anyone has been forgotten, apologies, but thank you!

Haverfordwest
Navigation Competition
By Howard Cox
The programme for the weekend is planned to start
at 0930 on Saturday morning with the first navigaMay 7/8 2011
tion route so obviously you will need to leave EIWF
at crack of sparrows, well say 0800, to be there in
time to register, meet the other competitors and
Last month you will have read Cordula’s story on
refuel if needed. Some of the more regular pilots
how easy it is to cross the Irish Sea to Haverfordfrom the east side of England will arrive on Friday
west, rather than just go for a cup of tea in the
greasy spoon café before returning how about mak- afternoon so there will be some sort of party the
night before. Once the last plane is back from the
ing it a weekend trip and take part in their naviganavigation flight the landing area will be prepared
tion competition.
and you will then fly your four circuits and when
not doing your thing you will probably be asked to
The programme of consists of two short navigahelp judge the other landings.
tional flights over some of the more scenic parts of
Pembrokeshire and a landing test.
If all goes to plan and the weather plays ball as soon
as the landings test is completed there is a mass
The navigation side of things is quite simple. You
scramble to decamp to the golf club at Rosemarket.
will be given all the route information and a map to Here there is a superb grass runway, the golfers are
be able to plan each flight in the hour before your
trained to get out of the way, and parking is just beassigned take off time. There is a little test of your side the club house. If inclined you could play a few
use of the old whizz wheel but the primary purpose holes or, to be realistic, the bar will be open. Satof the planning side is to prepare the map for the
urday evening dinner will be in the club and later on
flight. Time keeping is important, you will be given a transport is available to your hotel unless you ask to
take off time as well as the times you should reach camp by the planes.
each turning point and be back at the airfield. The
skilful bit is in flying on track and to the time schedThe bleary eyed departure on Sunday morning for
ule which is based on your declared airspeed and
the 10 minute flight back to Haverfordwest probathe forecast winds. A trick here is to declare a
bly disturbs the peace and quiet of rural Wales but
speed that is about midway between your plane’s
maximum level speed and the stall speed. Most light it is fun. The final navigation flight follows the same
format as the previous day and if all goes to plan the
aircraft are comfortable at about 70, 75 or 80 kts.
results are ready by mid afternoon in time to fly
Just to add interest you are also given an observaback to Ireland.
tion task.
The landing test requires the pilot to place the main
wheels as close to the ‘landing line’ as possible for
four landings with slightly different configurations.
One is a normal approach, two is without use of
power from 1000ft on the downwind leg, three is
similar to two except that no flaps or spoilers may
be deployed and four simulates landing into a tight
field with an obstacle 50 m ahead of the touchdown
point.

And so to the costs, the navigation routes tend to
take about an hour to an hour and a half depending
on speeds and the landing test 20 minutes. The
transit to and from Rosemarket takes 10 minutes
each way but if you want to skip that there are cars
and spare seats with other pilots. Hotels depend on
your standards from a travel lodge to a posh mansion. There is of course an entry fee.

Member Spotlight
Name:

Louis Delahunty

Age: 19
License(s): PPL, Night Rating, ATPL (Theory), MEP
Total Hours: 140

When did you join Waterford Aero Club? August 2009

Best flying memory: My PPL skills test.

Worst flying memory: An electrical failure while flying at
night.

Tell us about your last flight? Myself and Laura Russell flew
into a small strip in Gowran, Co. Kilkenny built for gyrocopters. You really needed to concentrate on keeping your centreline!

What brought you to flying? I got a voucher for my birthday and that kicked off my ambition to be a commercial pilot.

If you had all the money in the world, what aircraft would you choose to fly? Boeing B707!

What is your current job? Fast food server and delivery driver.

Other hobbies? Long distance running.

What do you like most about the Aero Club? The people.

If you could give a new pilot one piece of advice, what would it be? The world is your oyster, seize any opportunity you get!

Thought of the Month
You cannot propel yourself forward by
patting yourself on the back

A Sunday Outing
by Calvin Bates
One of our youngest members, Calvin Bates, has written a few notes on a recent
flight he did with instructor Andrew Power
It was a Sunday afternoon, April 10th, and luckily there were clear skies with no wind noticeable. We hopped into the Warrior EI-DJM, Andrew Power and me, and took off from runway 21 climbed to 3000ft at our cruise speed of about 90 knots and routed east to Kilmore
Quay, my hometown.
After we spent a little time touring around Kilmore quay, we routed out the the Saltee Islands, which really are impressive from above.
I Took a few pictures for my facebook page, and we then headed inland to the electrical windmills 5 mile approx from Kilmore Quay. Yet
again took more pictures of some relatives houses and made our way back to EIWF to make a smooth landing.
I’m really enjoying the flying I’m doing at the moment, but can’t wait until I can start logging hours and my training for the PPL.

GPS Jamming
Any pilots travelling to the UK this month should be aware that the UK Aeronautical Information Service has issued a
circular concerning the jamming of GPS signals in the Sennybridge training area in Wales from May 23 to June 10. This is a
commonly transited area for pilots flying from Ireland / Waterford to the UK. Although navigation should of course be
undertaken by conventional means, this may be of interest to some members. Further information will be NOTAM’d and
also available online at
http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/aip/current/aic/EG_Circ_2011_P_027_en.pdf

Revised Flying Rates
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Jet2 B737 on stand at Dusseldorf

The ramp at Geneva April 23rd 2011
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Manchester Airport from 20,000ft
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Turning Finals into Palma / LEPA 29/4/11.
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Manchester Aiport from 20,000 ft.
Photo: David Timpson

Member Cordula Hansen at the controls of a
Beechcraft Duchess BE-76 recently over the southern UK.
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Dishwasher Dodger
of the month
Andthismonth…thedishwasherhasdodgedus!
Yes….thedishwasherbroke.Butnotfromoveruse!

Next Month—It could be you!
As we’ll have a new dishwasher!

